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Abstract
We study the Teleparallel Equivalent of General Relativity (TEGR) with Lagrangian
that includes the flat (inertial) spin connection and that is evidently invariant with re-
spect to local Lorentz rotations. Applying directly the Noether theorem, we construct
new expressions for conserved currents and related superpotentials. They are covari-
ant both under coordinate transformations and local Lorentz rotations, and permit to
construct well defined conserved charges, unlike earlier approaches. The advantage is
achieved by an explicit presence of a displacement vector in the new expressions that
can be interpreted as a Killing vector, as a proper vector of an observer, etc. The new
expressions permit to introduce a principle for definition of an inertial spin connection
that is undetermined one in the TEGR from the start. Theoretical results are applied
to calculate mass for the Schwarzschild black hole and densities of conserved quantities
for freely falling observers both in Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker world of all
the three signs of curvature and in (anti-)de Sitter space.
1 Introduction
Last years the interest to Teleparallel Equivalent of General Relativity (TEGR) and its mod-
ifications as f(T )-, f(Tax, Tten, Tvec)-theories and others, arises significantly; see, for example,
book [1], reviews [2, 3] and numerous references therein. The advantage of such theories is
that their equations are of the second order only, unlike other numerous modifications of
GR in 4 dimensions. Among teleparallel theories the most developed one is TEGR, see [1].
In spite of evident successes a construction of conservation laws and conserved quantities
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in TEGR feels big difficulties. Particularly these problems are discussed in the book [1], in
more detail they are presented in presentation [4] by Martin Krsˇsˇa´k. Summating results in
previous studies of many authors, he considers conserved energy-momentum complexes and
related superpotentials.
The Krsˇsˇa´k requirements for constructing energy-momentum in TEGR are as follows. It
has to 1) be of the first derivatives only, 2) be covariant with respect to both coordinate
transformations and local Lorentz rotations, 3) permit to construct global (integral) con-
served quantities, or conserved charges, 4) be symmetric and 5) be trace-free. We do not
consider the two last requirements as so important. First, it is well known that canonical
energy-momentum in a classical field theory is not symmetrical in general, however, it is
not a problem for constructing all necessary conserved quantities, see Chapter 1 in the book
[5]. Second, the trace-free condition is rather in analogy with the massless electrodynam-
ics. However, we would not provide this analogy as physically so important. Indeed, the
electrodynamic field is considered as propagated on fixed or dynamic background spacetime,
whereas the gravitational field presents spacetime itself. One could consider perturbations
of gravitational field in a given spacetime, however it is not the case that is considered by
Krsˇsˇa´k [4], and it is not the case that we consider in this paper.
The requirement 1) we consider as quite important one, and all variants of energy-
momentum in TEGR satisfy it. The more interesting and important requirements by Martin
Krsˇsˇa´k are the requirements 2) and 3). In [4], it is remarked the problem that the known
approaches give, on the one hand, well defined conserved charges expressed through well de-
fined surface integrals, but one has only Lorentz non-covariant conserved energy-momentum.
On the other hand, one can construct Lorentz covariant conserved energy-momentum, but
then it leads to undefined related conserved charges. In the paper, we resolve this problem,
constructing conserved quantities in TEGR with making the use of the Noether theorem
directly. As a result, the requirements 2) and 3) are satisfied simultaneously.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section 2 has a sense of preliminaries were
we give all necessary information and outline of the outstanding problems of tetrad variants
of general relativity. First, we derive Moller’s tetrad Lagrangian [6] that is not invariant
with respect to local Lorentz rotations. Second, we derive the Lagrangian given in the
book [1] that is Lorentz invariant because it (unlike the Moller Lagrangian) contains very
important structure - inertial spin connection. Both of the Lagrangians lead to the same
field equations. Both of them are classified as the TEGR Lagrangians. However, for the
sake of a definiteness, because we will compare consequences from both the Lagrangians, we
will call the presentation related to [6] as the tetrad Moller’s one, whereas the presentation
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given in [1] as the covariant TEGR one. Following [1], in the framework of the covariant
TEGR, we present conservation laws, energy-momentum complexes and superpotentials [1],
and outline problems of these conserved quantities.
In section 3, in the framework of an arbitrary field theory, applying directly the Noether
theorem with making the use of the diffeomorphism invariance, we derive conserved currents
and related superpotentials of the most general form.
In section 4, applying the results of section 3, we construct the conserved quantities
both for the Moller [6] and for the covariant TEGR Lagrangians [1]. It is quite permissible
because both of them are scalar densities. However, only the conserved quantities related to
the TEGR Lagrangian, that is Lorentz covariant, are free of the aforementioned problems,
whereas the ones related to the Moller Lagrangian do not. Advantages of the covariant TEGR
Lagrangian and related conserved quantities appear due to incorporating the aforementioned
inertial spin connection. However, the last is not determined by the construction. To close
this gap, analyzing the structure of the new conserved quantities, we introduce a principle
to determine it.
In section 5, we compare incorporation of the inertial spin connection in the covariant
TEGR with incorporation of background spacetime structures into a metric presentation of
GR to covariantize the Einstein pseudotensor.
In sections 6 and 7, we apply new expressions in the covariant TEGR and the principle
for determining the inertial spin connection to calculate the mass of the Schwarzschild black
hole and densities of conserved quantities for a freely falling observer both in the Friedmann-
Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe and in (anti-)de Sitter space. We compare
inertial spin connections obtained on the basis of our principle in covariant TEGR with the
those obtained in [7] under the requirement of a consistence of field equations in f(T ) theories
with using symmetries in the Schwarzschild and the FLRW solutions. It surprisingly, but
quite different principles lead to the same results in many cases.
In section 8, we outline new results, discuss them comparing with previous ones and give
perspectives of their development.
The notations mostly correspond to the ones in the book [1]. One of the important rules
is a conversion of the tetrad indices to spacetime ones and inversely with the use of tetrad
vectors; for example,
◦
R abµν = h
a
αh
β
b
◦
R αβµν ;
•
T αµν = h
α
a
•
T aµν , etc.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Lagrangians in tetrad presentations of GR
It is well known that Einstein paid an essential attention to tetrad presentation of GR
(teleparallel presentation), particularly, to unite electromagnetic interaction with gravity
[8, 9]. A relation of metric GR to tetrad GR is expressed by
gµν = ηabh
a
µh
b
ν , (2.1)
where haµ are 16 tetrad components of a new dynamical field instead of the metric compo-
nents gµν in GR, and ηab is the Minkowski metric. The Hilbert Lagrangian is rewritten in
the tetrad form [10] as
LH = − h
2κ
◦
R = − h
2κ
hi
µhjν
(
∂µ
◦
A
i
jν − ∂ν
◦
A
i
jµ+
◦
A
i
kµ
◦
A
k
jν−
◦
A
i
kν
◦
A
k
jµ
)
, (2.2)
where h = det haµ =
√−g; g = det gµν . The spin connection of GR
◦
A
i
jµ = −hjν
◦∇µ hiν (2.3)
is defined with making the use of the covariant derivative
◦∇µ compatible with gµν .
Lagrangian (2.2) is of the second derivatives of haµ. By various known reasons, it is more
preferable to have Lagrangian of the first derivatives only. On the basis of the Lagrangian
(2.2), it is easily to derive such a Lagrangian:
LM = LH − ∂µmˆµ = LH−
◦∇µ mˆµ ; mˆµ = h
κ
hjµhi
ν
◦
A
i
jν , (2.4)
‘hat‘ means that a quantity is a mathematical density of the weight +1. Explicitly La-
grangian (2.4) is rewritten as
LM = h
2κ
hi
µhjν
(
◦
A
i
kµ
◦
A
k
jν−
◦
A
i
kν
◦
A
k
jµ
)
(2.5)
that is the well known Moller Lagrangian [6].
Let us outline briefly Lagrangians (2.2) and (2.5). The Hilbert Lagrangian is a scalar
density of the weight +1. Besides, it is Lorentz invariant, because it depends on the metric
(2.1) and its derivatives only, which are Lorentz invariant. Concerning the Moller Lagrangian
(2.5), it becomes not invariant with respect to local Lorentz rotations, whereas it continues
to be a scalar density of the weight +1. Basing on the Lagrangian (2.5), Moller has suggested
the gravitational energy-momentum complex and related superpotential, which are covariant
with respect to coordinate transformations. However, they, like the Lagrangian (2.5), are
not covariant with respect to local Lorentz rotations, for a more detail see subsection 4.1.
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To conserve the advantage of (2.5) with a spacetime covariance and with the first deriva-
tives only, but to restore the Lorentz invariance, one has to turn to the covariant TERG, see
the book [1]. We pay the main attention to the formalism developed in [1] and do not touch
principles of constructing covariant TEGR, like principles for constructing a gauge theory
for the translation group; for discussing a philosophy of covariant TERG we again send a
reader to the book [1]. The basic formulae are as follow. Lorentz rotation for the tetrad
components has the form:
h′aµ = Λ
a
b(x)h
b
µ , (2.6)
Analogous transformations are applied to arbitrary tensors with the tetrad indices. Under
a Lorentz rotation an arbitrary spin connection Aabµ is transformed as
A′abµ = Λ
a
c(x)A
c
dµΛ
b
d(x) + Λ
a
c(x)∂µΛb
c(x) . (2.7)
The GR spin connection (2.3) describes both the gravitational effects and the pure inertial
effects. Therefore
◦
A abµ cannot be equalized to zero totally by local rotations. On the other
hand, the purely inertial spin connection
•
A abµ can be suppressed totally by a transformation,
like (2.7). Then, see Chapter 2 in [1],
•
A abµ can be presented in the form:
•
A
a
cµ = Λ
b
d(x)∂µΛc
d(x) (2.8)
with a corresponding local Lorentz transformation matrix Λbd(x) from an inertial frame.
Both the spin connection
•
Aacµ and the spin connection
◦
Aacµ are not Lorentz covariant, see
(2.7), but their difference
•
K
a
cµ =
•
A
a
cµ −
◦
A
a
cµ (2.9)
is Lorentz covariant. It is called the contortion tensor and vanishes if the gravitational effects
are absent. In the terms
•
Kacµ the Hilbert Lagrangian is rewritten in evidently Lorentz
covariant form:
LH = − h
2κ
◦
R =
h
2κ
hi
µhjν
(
•Dµ
•
K
i
jν−
•Dν
•
K
i
jµ+
•
K
i
kµ
•
K
k
jν−
•
K
i
kν
•
K
k
jµ
)
, (2.10)
where
•Dσ is the Lorentz covariant differential operator. Applied to a tetrad vector, for
example, it is defined as
•Dσ Va = ∂σVa−
•
A caσVc.
Again, to have Lagrangian of the first derivatives only one has to select a divergence,
•L= LH − ∂µtˆµ = LH−
◦∇µ tˆµ ; tˆµ = h
κ
•
K
µν
ν . (2.11)
As a result, the Lagrangian (2.11) transforms to the explicit form:
•L= h
2κ
(
•
K
ρ
µν
•
Kρ
νµ − •Kνρν
•
K
µρ
µ
)
. (2.12)
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Frequently it is more convenient to use torsion tensor instead of contortion one:
•
T
ρ
µν =
•
K
ρ
µν −
•
K
ρ
νµ, 2
•
K
ρ
µν =
•
T µ
ρ
ν +
•
T ν
ρ
µ −
•
T
ρ
µν (2.13)
that is both spacetime and Lorentz covariant the same as the contortion tensor. The explicit
expression for the torsion tensor is
•
T
a
µν = ∂µh
a
ν − ∂νhaµ +
•
A
a
cµh
c
ν −
•
A
a
cνh
c
µ . (2.14)
This expression due to the antisymmetry in µ and ν can be rewritten in evidently tensorial
form:
•
T
ρ
µν = ha
ρ
(
◦∇µ haν−
◦∇ν haµ +
•
A
a
cµh
c
ν −
•
A
a
cνh
c
µ
)
. (2.15)
Finally, Lagrangian (2.11) acquires the form:
•L= h
2κ
(
1
4
•
T
ρ
µν
•
T ρ
µν +
1
2
•
T
ρ
µν
•
T
νµ
ρ −
•
T
ρ
µρ
•
T
νµ
ν
)
≡ − h
2κ
T , (2.16)
that is the main form of the TEGR Lagrangian [1]. Remark again that the Lagrangian
(2.16), being of the first order derivatives only, is both spacetime covariant and Lorentz
invariant, unlike the Lagrangian (2.5).
At last, it is important to compare the Moller Lagrangian (2.5) with the covariant TEGR
one (2.12), the same (2.16). Recall that under a related Lorentz rotation one can set
•
Aabµ = 0.
Of course, under the same local Lorentz rotation the GR spin connection
◦
Aabµ and tetrad
vectors haµ are transformed respectively. Such a fixation, when
•
Aabµ = 0, is usually called the
Weitzenbo¨k gauge in TEGR, and then one easily finds that the Lagrangian (2.12) transforms
to (2.5). In spite of that there is a basic difference. Indeed, after generalizing the Weitzenbo¨k
gauge one has
•
Aabµ 6= 0 and the covariant TEGR Lagrangian again becomes of the form
(2.12), whereas the Moller Lagrangian saves the form (2.5). Thus, below we will distinguish
the Moller presentation from the covariant TEGR presentation and inversely, and compare
them.
2.2 The field equations
For the sake of generality, let us include matter sources in both the cases of Lagrangians LM
in (2.5) and
•L in (2.16) as follows,
LMTOT = LM + Lm (gµν(h), φ) , (2.17)
LTEGR =
•L +Lm (gµν(h), φ) , (2.18)
with generalized matter fields φ; the tetrad field is included into Lm over the metric (2.1)
only. The field haρ is an unique dynamic gravitational field, therefore the field gravitational
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equations are obtained by varying with respect to haρ only. The inertial spin connection
•
Aijµ
defined in (2.8) is, in fact, the parameter (passive) field, therefore it does not participate in
the variation with the goal to obtain the equations of motion.
Thus, keeping in mind that
δhb
ρ = −haρhbµδhaµ ,
δgµν = 2ha(µδh
a
ν) ,
δgµν = −2gρ(µhaν)δhaρ ,
variation of (2.17) and (2.18) with respect to haρ gives the equations of motion
δLM
δhaρ
≡ ∂LM
∂haρ
− ∂σ
(
∂LM
∂haρ,σ
)
= hΘa
ρ , (2.19)
δ
•L
δhaρ
≡ ∂
•L
∂haρ
− ∂σ

 ∂ •L
∂haρ,σ

 = hΘaρ , (2.20)
where the matter energy-momentum tensor is defined as
Θa
ρ = −1
h
δLm
δhaρ
. (2.21)
Lagrangians LH in (2.2) and (2.10), LM in (2.5) and
•L in (2.16) differ one from another
in divergences. Then it follows that, first, the left hand sides of equations of motion (2.19)
and (2.20) are the same, and (2.19) and (2.20) are equivalent to the Einstein equations in
the standard metric formulation. Second, operators at the left hand sides of the equations
of motion do not depend on the inertial spin connection
•
Aijµ in whole, thus these operators
are Lorentz covariant in both the cases. However, it is not so in constructing conserved
quantities. Concerning the Moller presentation and analyzing the equations (2.19), we send
a reader to the Moller paper [6]. Let us consider (2.20) in a more detail.
Let us introduce new notations as
∂
•L
∂haρ
≡ −h ⋆Ja ρ , (2.22)
∂
•L
∂haρ,σ
≡ −h
κ
•
Sa
ρσ . (2.23)
Providing the direct calculations, one obtains
⋆
Ja
ρ = −ha
ρ
h
•L +1
κ
ha
π
•
Sc
βρ
•
T
c
βπ +
1
κ
•
A
c
aβ
•
Sc
ρβ , (2.24)
•
Sa
ρσ =
(
1
2
•
T β
ρσ − •T [ρσ]β − 2
•
T
α[ρ
αδ
σ]
β
)
ha
β , (2.25)
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where the last expression is antisymmetric in the last indices. Thus, we rewrite (2.20) in the
form:
κh
(
⋆
Ja
ρ +Θa
ρ
)
= ∂σ
(
h
•
Sa
ρσ
)
(2.26)
that is really presents the conservation law. Indeed, its divergence gives
∂ρ
(
h
⋆
Ja
ρ + hΘa
ρ
)
= 0 . (2.27)
2.3 Problems of conservation laws in TEGR
Expressions in (2.26) and (2.27), in spite of partial derivatives, are coordinate covariant.
Indeed, it is easily to represent (2.20), (2.26) and (2.27) in evidently spacetime covariant
form:
∂
•L
∂haρ
− ◦∇σ

 ∂ •L
∂haρ,σ

 = hΘaρ , (2.28)
κh
(
⋆
Ja
ρ +Θa
ρ
)
=
◦∇σ
(
h
•
Sa
ρσ
)
, (2.29)
◦∇ρ
(
h
⋆
Ja
ρ + hΘa
ρ
)
= 0 . (2.30)
Integration of (2.26) and (2.27) by the standard methods [10, 11] gives integral conserved
quantities on hypersurfaces x0 = const := Σ:
Pa =
∫
Σ
dx3h
(
⋆
Ja
0 +Θa
0
)
=
1
κ
∮
∂Σ
dsi
(
h
•
Sa
0i
)
. (2.31)
This construction was possible namely due to the spacetime covariance.
Note that the quantity (2.24), being a spacetime vector, is not Lorentz covariant. Keeping
in mind (2.14) - (2.16), one easily recognizes that the left hand side of (2.23) is both Lorentz
and coordinate covariant. Thus, the quantity (2.25) is antisymmetric spacetime tensor and
it is Lorentz covariant. From where is the Lorentz non-covariance of the left hand side of
(2.26) appeared? It is because that the partial differentiation in the right hand side acts
onto expression with a tetrad index. The authors of the book [1] rewrite (2.24) as
⋆
Ja
ρ =
•
J a
ρ +
1
κ
•
A
c
aβ
•
Sc
ρβ , (2.32)
•
J a
ρ ≡ −ha
ρ
h
•L +1
κ
ha
π
•
Sc
βρ
•
T
c
βπ , (2.33)
and rewrite (2.26) in terms of Lorentz covariant expressions
κh
•
J a
ρ =
•Dσ
(
h
•
Sa
ρσ
)
. (2.34)
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Because (
•Dρ
•Dσ −
•Dσ
•Dρ)Va = 0 the relation (2.34) leads to the conservation law:
•Dρ
(
h
•
J a
ρ
)
= 0 . (2.35)
However, now we cannot integrate both (2.34) and (2.35) following (2.31) with the goal to
obtain conserved charges. In subsection 4.2, we provide a construction of conserved quantities
in the covariant TEGR, which are simultaneously spacetime covariant and Lorentz covariant.
3 The Noether theorem in a covariant field theory
Here, to analyze spacetime covariant Lagrangians (2.5) and (2.16) we present Noether iden-
tities in an arbitrary covariant theory with an action
S =
∫
dx4L(ψA;ψA,α) . (3.1)
The fields ψA are an arbitrary tensor density or a set of such densities, where A is a collec-
tive index. We derive conserved quantities and related conservation laws that follow from
diffeomorphism invariance, see [5, 12, 13]. We consider the variations of ψA in the form of
the Lie derivative
δψA = £ξψ
A = −ξα∂αψA + ψA
∣∣∣α
β
∂αξ
β , (3.2)
note that we use the opposite signs with respect to the standard ones. The description
of the notations, like ψA
∣∣∣α
β
, and their algebra can be found in Appendix 3.1 of the book
[5]. Here, it is enough to know concrete transformation properties of ψA. Thus, one knows
the Lie derivative of the vector ψA = φσ, then the formula (3.2) shows that φσ|αβ = δσβφα.
Analogously for the tensor ψA = piµν one has piµν |αβ = −δαµpiβν − δαν piµβ , etc. Because, the Lie
operator (3.2) is linear, the notation ψA
∣∣∣α
β
is generalized easily to an arbitrary set of tensor
densities, for example, like ψA = {φσ, . . . , piµν}. The notation ψA
∣∣∣α
β
is quite compact and
significantly simplifies calculations, see Appendix 3.1 of the book [5].
Because L is a scalar density of the weight +1 the diffeomorphism invariance leads to
the main Noether’s identity:
£ξL = −∂α (ξαL) . (3.3)
This identity after substituting (3.2) can be rewritten in the form:
δL
δψB
£ξψ
B + ∂α
[
∂L
∂ψB,α
£ξψ
B + ξαL
]
≡ 0 . (3.4)
Substituting (3.2) into (3.4), one gets
−
[
δL
δψB
ψB,α + ∂β
(
δL
δψB
ψB
∣∣∣β
α
)]
ξα + ∂α [Uσαξσ +Mσατ∂τξσ] ≡ 0 , (3.5)
9
where the coefficients under the divergence are fully determined by the Lagrangian,
Uσα ≡ Lδασ +
δL
δψB
ψB
∣∣∣α
σ
− ∂L
∂ψB,α
∂σψ
B , (3.6)
Mσατ ≡ ∂L
∂ψB,α
ψB
∣∣∣τ
σ
. (3.7)
Executing the operation of the partial derivative in the identity (3.5) and taking into
account that the vector field ξσ, and all its partial derivatives are independent and arbitrary
at each point of spacetime manifold, we come to the conclusion that all coefficients coupled
with ξσ, and its partial derivatives must be separately equal to zero. It yields the system of
identities:
∂αUσα ≡ δL
δψB
ψB,α + ∂β
(
δL
δψB
ψB
∣∣∣β
α
)
, (3.8)
Uσα + ∂λMσλα ≡ 0, (3.9)
Mσ(αβ) ≡ 0. (3.10)
Thus, the coefficient (3.7) is antisymmetric in two last indices.
The system (3.8) - (3.10) was engineered by Klein, see general and detail discussion in
[14, 15]. Therefore, we refer to this system as the Klein identities. After differentiating (3.9)
and using (3.10) one obtains that ∂αUσα ≡ 0. This means that the right hand side of (3.8)
must be equal to zero identically as well,
δL
δψB
ψB,α + ∂β
(
δL
δψB
ψB
∣∣∣β
α
)
≡ 0 . (3.11)
It is just the claim of the second Noether’s theorem [16], besides it is a generalization of the
Bianchi identity. Taking into account the historic development, we call the system (3.8) -
(3.11) as the Klein-Noether identities.
The identity (3.11) suggests that instead of (3.5) one can use independently (3.11) and
∂α [Uσαξσ +Mσατ∂τξσ] ≡ 0 . (3.12)
The vector density entering under the divergence is classified as the current
Iα(ξ) ≡ − [Uσαξσ +Mσατ∂τξσ] . (3.13)
The minus sign is chosen for making a correspondence with the usual minus sign in front
of the gravitational (metric) action, see, for example, (2.2). Thus, the identity (3.12) is
rewritten as
∂αIα(ξ) ≡ 0 . (3.14)
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Because it is the identity, the current has to be expressed through a divergence of a quantity
(superpotential), Iα(ξ) ≡ ∂βIαβ(ξ), a double divergence of which has to be equal to zero
identically: ∂αβIαβ(ξ) ≡ 0. Let us show this.
Substituting (3.9) into (3.13), one obtains
Iα(ξ) ≡ ∂β
(
Mσβαξσ
)
. (3.15)
BecauseMσαβ is antisymmetric in α and β the identity (3.15) can be rewritten in the form:
Iα(ξ) ≡ ∂βIαβ(ξ) (3.16)
where the superpotential is
Iαβ(ξ) = −Mσαβξσ . (3.17)
One can see that the identity (3.14) for the current follows from the identity (3.16). The
conservation law (3.14) permits to define a conserved quantity, P(ξ), on a hypersurface
Σ := t = constant:
P(ξ) =
∫
Σ
d3xI0(ξ) . (3.18)
By (3.16) it is effectively reduced to a surface integral:
P(ξ) =
∮
∂Σ
dsiI0i(ξ) (3.19)
that is called as a conserved charge.
4 Conserved quantities
In this section, basing on the results of previous section, we construct conserved quantities
both in the tetrad GR in the Moller presentation and in the covariant TEGR presentation
and compare them.
4.1 The Moller conserved quantities
The Moller Lagrangian (2.5), being spacetime covariant, is of the kind in (3.1) considered
above. The collective field ψA is presented by a tetrad of covariant vectors: ψA = {haρ}, no
other fields here. Variations (3.2) are rewritten as
δhaρ = £ξh
a
ρ = −ξαhaρ,α − ξα,ρhaα . (4.1)
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Then, the coefficients (3.6) and (3.7) related to the Moller Lagrangian (2.5) are
MUσα ≡ LMδασ +
δLM
δhaρ
haρ|ασ −
∂LM
∂haρ,α
haρ,σ , (4.2)
MMσατ ≡ ∂LM
∂haρ,α
haρ|τσ ≡ −
∂LM
∂haτ,α
haσ . (4.3)
Note that the quantity
∂LM
∂haβ,α
= − h
2κ
◦
A
i
jµ
[
ha
µ
(
hi
αhjβ − hiβhjα
)
− 2hiµ
(
ha
αhjβ − haβhjα
)]
(4.4)
in the expressions (4.2) and (4.3) is spacetime covariant, although it is not Lorentz covariant.
Finally, the current (3.13) related to the Moller Lagrangian acquires the form:
MJ α(ξ) ≡
[
h
M
θσ
α +
δLM
δhaα
haσ
]
ξσ +
MMσρα
◦∇ρ ξσ , (4.5)
where the Moller [6] gravitational energy-momentum tensor is defined as
M
θσ
α ≡ 1
h
[
∂LM
∂haρ,α
◦∇σ haρ −LMδασ
]
. (4.6)
By the general formulae (3.6) and (3.13), the current (4.5) is presented with the partial
derivatives ∂σh
a
ρ and ∂ρξ
σ only. However, one can easily show that it is equivalent to the
evidently covariant form (4.5) with
◦∇σ haρ and
◦∇ρ ξσ.
The current (4.5) is conserved identically
∂α
MJ α(ξ) ≡ ◦∇α
MJ α(ξ) ≡ 0 . (4.7)
It, as usual, is expressed identically through a divergence of the superpotential:
MJ α(ξ) ≡ ∂α
MJ αβ(ξ) ≡ ◦∇α
MJ αβ(ξ) , (4.8)
where the superpotential, see (3.17), is
MJ αβ(ξ) = − MMσαβξσ . (4.9)
All the derived above expressions are spacetime covariant, however they are evidently
Lorentz non-covariant. Thus, first, we support the claim by Moller [6] that the energy-
momentum (4.6) and the superpotential (in the Moller interpretation) (4.3) are not covariant
with respect to local Lorentz rotations. Second, we make more wide assertion that both the
current (4.5) and the superpotential (4.9) are not Lorentz covariant as well.
At last, let us make two remarks. First, all the above conservation laws are the identities
only. To make them physically sensible one has to use the field equations (2.19). Then the
current (4.5) acquires the form:
MJ α(ξ) ≡ h
(
M
θσ
α +Θσ
α
)
ξσ +
MMσρα
◦∇ρ ξσ , (4.10)
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and all the identically conserved quantities become physically conserved quantities.
Second, to improve the situation one could use the reference (auxiliary) spin connection
A¯ijµ and modify the superpotential (4.9) as
MJ ∗αβ(ξ) = − h
2κ
(
◦
A
i
jµ − A¯ijµ
) [
δµσ
(
hi
αhjβ − hiβhjα
)
− 2hiµ
(
δασh
jβ − δβσhjα
)]
ξσ . (4.11)
This quantity is both spacetime covariant and Lorentz covariant. Then, first, because it has
no tetrad indices its divergence is also Lorentz covariant; second, due to antisymmetry its
double divergence disappears. The conservation law
MJ ∗α(ξ) ≡ ∂β
MJ ∗αβ(ξ) ≡ ◦∇β
MJ ∗αβ(ξ) (4.12)
permits to define the current
MJ ∗α(ξ) as both spacetime covariant and Lorentz covariant.
4.2 Conserved quantities in the covariant TEGR
Lagrangian (2.16) is of the kind (3.1) as well. Therefore, the technique of the section 3 can
be directly applied in the covariant TEGR. Then the collective field ψA is presented as a set
of spacetime covariant vectors: ψA = {haρ;
•
A abµ}. In spite of that inertial spin connection
•
A abµ is not a dynamic field one needs take it into account because diffeomorphisms act on
all the geometrical objects under consideration.
Thus, variations (3.2) are rewritten as
δhaρ = £ξh
a
ρ = −ξαhaρ,α − ξα,ρhaα , (4.13)
δ
•
A
a
bµ = £ξ
•
A
a
bµ = −ξα
•
A
a
bµ,α − ξα,µ
•
A
a
bα . (4.14)
Then, the coefficients (3.6) and (3.7) related to the covariant TEGR Lagrangian (2.16)
become
•Uσα ≡
•L δασ +
δ
•L
δhaρ
haρ|ασ +
∂
•L
∂
•
A
a
bµ
•
A
a
bµ
∣∣∣∣α
σ
− ∂
•L
∂haρ,α
haρ,σ , (4.15)
•Mσατ ≡ ∂
•L
∂haρ,α
haρ|τσ . (4.16)
Next, taking into account (2.16) and (2.14) one concludes
∂
•L
∂
•
A
a
bµ
•
A
a
bµ
∣∣∣∣α
σ
= − ∂
•L
∂haρ,α
•
A
a
bσh
b
ρ . (4.17)
Then, the current (3.13) acquires the form:
•J α(ξ) ≡

h •θσ α + δ
•L
δhaα
haσ

 ξσ + ∂
•L
∂haρ,α
haσ
◦∇ρ ξσ , (4.18)
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where the quantity
•
θσ
α ≡ 1
h

 ∂ •L
∂haρ,α
(
◦∇σ haρ+
•
A
a
bσh
b
ρ
)
− •L δασ

 (4.19)
can be interpreted as the energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational field in the covariant
TEGR. Initially the current (4.18) was presented with the partial derivatives ∂σh
a
ρ and ∂ρξ
σ
only. However, one can easily show that it is equivalent to the evidently covariant form
(4.18) with
◦∇σ haρ and
◦∇ρ ξσ.
Due to the definitions (2.9) and (2.23) the current (4.18) and the energy-momentum
(4.19) can be represented as
•J α(ξ) ≡

h •θσ α + δ
•L
δhaα
haσ

 ξσ + h
κ
•
Sσ
αρ
◦∇ρ ξσ , (4.20)
•
θσ
α ≡ 1
κ
•
Sa
αρ
•
K
a
σρ − 1
h
•L δασ , (4.21)
both of them are explicitly spacetime covariant and Lorentz covariant.
The current (4.20) is identically conserved, see (3.14),
∂α
•J α(ξ) ≡ ◦∇α
•J α(ξ) ≡ 0 . (4.22)
The current is expressed identically through a divergence of the superpotential, as well,
•J α(ξ) ≡ ∂α
•J αβ(ξ) ≡ ◦∇α
•J αβ(ξ) . (4.23)
The related superpotential, see (3.17), is
•J αβ(ξ) = − •Mσαβξσ = ∂
•L
∂haβ,α
haσξ
σ =
h
κ
•
Sa
αβhaσξ
σ . (4.24)
The direct calculation gives
•
J
αβ(ξ) = − h
2κ
(
◦
A
i
jµ−
•
A
i
jµ
) [
δµσ
(
hi
αhjβ − hiβhjα
)
− 2hiµ
(
δασh
jβ − δβσhjα
)]
ξσ . (4.25)
Formally this result coincides with (4.11). However, here
•
A ijµ has been introduced into
consideration from the start, basing on the inner philosophy of constructing covariant TEGR
[1]. On the other hand, A¯ijµ in (4.11) is introduced “by hand” at the final stage as an
additional assumption.
The relations (4.22) and (4.23) are identities only, they do not bring a physical content
because up to now the field equations have not been used. After using the equations (2.20)
the current (4.20) transforms to
•J α(ξ) = h
[
•
θσ
α +Θσ
α
]
ξσ +
h
κ
•
Sσ
αρ
◦∇ρ ξσ . (4.26)
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As a result of using the field equations, the identities (4.22) and (4.23) become physically
sensible differential conservation laws:
∂α
•J α(ξ) = 0 , (4.27)
•J α(ξ) = ∂α
•J αβ(ξ) . (4.28)
All the quantities are spacetime covariant and Lorentz covariant. Consequently the inte-
gral conserved quantities can be constructed and they are spacetime covariant and Lorentz
covariant as well,
P(ξ) =
∫
Σ
dx3
•J a 0(ξ) =
∮
∂Σ
dsi
•J a 0i(ξ) . (4.29)
Thus, the problem of construction of conservation laws remarked under discussion of (2.31)
is resoled by construction in (4.27) - (4.29).
4.3 Principle of determining inertial spin connection
Although problems of constructing conserved quantities in the covariant TEGR have been
resolved above, the relation between the GR spin connection
◦
A ijµ and the inertial spin
connection
•
A ijµ is left undetermined. Now, analyzing the new conserved quantities in the
covariant TEGR, we give a rule to define this relation. It is quite natural requirement that
in the case of absence of gravity both the new current and the new superpotential have to
vanish. Namely this requirement gives a possibility to define a principle for defining
•
A ijµ.
Viewing the structure of the current, see (4.26), and the superpotential, see (4.25), one finds
that they essentially depend on the contortion
•
K ijµ defined in (2.9), indeed, see relations
(2.12), (2.13), (2.25) and (4.21). The gravity is ‘switched off’ when
•
K ijµ = 0 and Θσ
α = 0,
just under these conditions both the new current and the superpotential become zero.
To introduce constructive properties for the principle of determining
•
A ijµ we make the
following. Derive the curvature tensor
◦
R
i
jµν = ∂µ
◦
A
i
jν − ∂ν
◦
A
i
jµ+
◦
A
i
kµ
◦
A
k
jν−
◦
A
i
kν
◦
A
k
jµ (4.30)
that is not zero for a concrete physical solution. In the case of ‘switching off’ gravity one
has
◦
R ijµν → 0. Now recall that the curvature tensor for
•
A ijµ is zero by definitions in the
covariant TEGR,
•
R ijµν = 0. Then, one rewrites the ‘switch off’ conditions as
◦
R ijµν →
•
R ijµν .
Then it is evidently that under these conditions we must provide a transformation from
◦
A ijµ
to related (and desirable)
•
A ijµ, that is
◦
A ijµ →
•
A ijµ.
Remark that the notion of ‘switching off’ gravity already has been used in literature in
order to define
◦
A ijµ →
•
A ijµ. Thus, for example, in [20], in the case of the Schwarzschild
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solution it was suggested to set M = 0. More generally it is suggested to ‘switch off’ the
Newtonian constant G→ 0 in concrete solutions, see, for example, [27]. However, it cannot
work everywhere because, for example, it is not necessary that the vacuum solutions with
non-zero curvature contain elements with G. Therefore, our suggestion to ‘switch off’ gravity
in (4.30) by the requirement
◦
R ijµν → 0 is universal.
5 Inertial spin connection and background spacetime
To understand more in theoretical principles of constructing new conserved quantities in the
covariant TEGR it is useful to compare them with well known methods in the usual metric
presentation of GR.
From the beginning, let us repeat briefly the way of constructing conserved quantities
based on the Moller Lagrangian. Starting from the Hilbert Lagrangian in the form (2.2),
one selects a divergence in (2.4) and obtains the Moller Lagrangian (2.5). The last is left
coordinate covariant, but becomes non-invariant with respect to local Lorentz rotations. Ap-
plying the Noether theorem to (2.5), one obtains as Lorentz non-covariant all the quantities:
energy-momentum (4.6), conserved current (4.10) and superpotential (4.9).
A construction of the covariant TEGR Lagrangian (2.12), the same (2.16), follows from
the Hilbert Lagrangian in the form (2.10) after subtracting a divergence in (2.11). Unlike
the Moller Lagrangian (2.5), the TEGR Lagrangian (2.16) is both Lorentz invariant and
coordinate covariant. As a result, application of the Noether theorem leads to constructing
Lorentz and coordinate covariant all the quantities: energy-momentum (4.21), conserved
current (4.26) and superpotential (4.24). Keeping in mind the formal properties only, we
accent that presentations of the Hilbert Lagrangian in (2.2) and in (2.10) are equivalent ones.
Thus, the components of inertial spin connection
•
A
i
jµ present as an external (auxiliary)
structure in (2.10) because the last after identical transformations transforms to (2.2).
This picture is quite analogous to the one in metric GR. To construct Lagrangian with
only the first derivatives Einstein subtracted a related divergence. As a result, he has
obtained the well known truncated Einstein Lagrangian [10]. However, it is not covariant
with respect to general coordinate transformations. In spite of that, it is left invariant with
respect to constant coordinate displacements. This permits to apply the Noether theorem
that gives a well known energy-momentum complex (Einstein’s pseudotensor) and Freud’s
superpotential, see Chapter 1 in the book [5].1 Both of these quantities are not covariant,
1Remark, if one applies the Noether theorem using invariance with respect to constant coordinate dis-
placements only, then even a covariant metric Lagrangian, like the Hilbert LagrangianLH ∼
◦
R, leads, anyway,
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the same as the truncated Einstein Lagrangian. Thus, at this level the analogy with the
Moller picture is clear. The Moller Lagrangian (2.5) is not invariant with respect to local
Lorentz rotations and leads to Lorentz non-covariant conserved quantities. On the other
hand, the truncated Einstein Lagrangian is not coordinate covariant and leads to coordinate
non-covariant conserved quantities.
For a comparison in the metric presentation of GR we choose the method suggested
by Katz, Bicˇa´k and Lynden-Bell (KBL) in [17] that gives a possibility, making the use of
the Noether theorem, to construct conserved coordinate covariant current and related su-
perpotential that contain as parts covariantized both Einstein’s pseudotensor and Freud’s
superpotential. Their main idea is to construct a relative bi-metric Lagrangian with incor-
porating auxiliary background metric g¯µν and related Christoffel symbols Γ¯
α
βγ. The usual
form of the Hilbert Lagrangian in the metric presentation is
LH = − 1
2κ
√−ggµν
(
∂ρ
◦
Γ
ρ
µν − ∂ν
◦
Γ
ρ
ρµ+
◦
Γ
ρ
µν
◦
Γ
σ
σρ−
◦
Γ
ρ
σµ
◦
Γ
σ
ρν
)
, (5.1)
where
◦
Γ ρµν are the Christoffel symbols compatible with the physical metric gµν . The
background strictures, g¯µν and Γ¯
α
βγ, can be incorporated into (5.1), and the last is rewritten
identically in the evidently covariant form
LH = − 1
2κ
√−ggτσ
(
∇¯ρ∆ρτσ − ∇¯σ∆ρτρ +∆ρρη∆ητσ −∆ρση∆ητρ + R¯τσ
)
. (5.2)
Here, the difference
∆ρτσ =
◦
Γ
ρ
τσ − Γ¯ρτσ (5.3)
is a tensor of third rank, and ∇¯ρ is a covariant derivative compatible with g¯µν . To derive the
covariant KBL Lagrangian one has to subtract from the Hilbert Lagrangian (5.2) a related
divergence and the background Hilbert Lagrangian. Thus,
LKBL = LH − L¯H − ∂αkˆα; kˆα =
√−g
2κ
(gαν∆µµν − gµν∆αµν) . (5.4)
After that one obtains the KBL Lagrangian (5.4) in the final explicit form:
LKBL = − 1
2κ
√−ggτσ (∆ρρη∆ητσ −∆ρση∆ητρ)− 1
2κ
(√−ggτσ −√−g¯g¯τσ) R¯τσ . (5.5)
Now, we are in a position to compare the method of constructing new conserved quantities
in the covariant TEGR suggested here and the KBL method in metric presentation of GR.
to pseudotensors (not tensors) and not covariant superpotentials, like metric Moller’s superpotential, for a
detail see Chapter 1 in the book [5]. Recently, in [18] the theories f(R) and f(T ) have been studied and
compared. Both of the Lagrangians are Lorentz and coordinate covariant, but the Noether theorem with
using invariance with respect to constant coordinate displacements only has been applied. As a result, the
authors have obtained conserved pseudotensors only, not tensors.
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Analogies:
First, both of the methods start from the Hilbert Lagrangian without additional struc-
tures a) in the tetrad form (2.2) and b) in the metric form (5.1).
Second, in the covariant TEGR, one defines Lorentz covariant tensor (contortion) in (2.9)
as a difference of spin connections; in metric GR, one defines a tensor of 3-d rank in (5.3) as
a difference of Christoffel symbols.
Third, in the covariant TEGR, one uses the Hilbert Lagrangian in explicitly Lorentz
invariant form (2.10) with incorporating external inertial spin connection
•
A ijµ; in met-
ric GR, one uses the Hilbert Lagrangian in explicitly coordinate covariant form (5.2) with
incorporating external structures of a background spacetime, g¯µν and Γ¯
α
βγ.
Fourth, in the covariant TEGR, one derives the Lorentz invariant Lagrangian of the first
derivatives only (2.12); in metric GR, one derives the coordinate covariant KBL Lagrangian
(5.5) of the first derivatives only.
Fifth, in the covariant TEGR, the Lagrangian (2.12) leads to construction of Lorentz
covariant conserved quantities, unlike the Moller Lagrangian; in metric GR the KBL La-
grangian (5.5) leads to construction of coordinate covariant conserved quantities, unlike the
truncated Einstein Lagrangian.
Sixth, in the KBL method, a background spacetime usually is chosen by a concrete
problem under consideration; in the covariant TEGR, to choose
•
A ijµ we must follow, for
example, the principle given in previous subsection that is connected with the solution under
consideration as well.
Differences:
The first remark is a formal one. The KBL Lagrangian (5.5) includes extra term, L¯H ,
with respect to the covariant TEGR Lagrangian (2.12). It is because the KBL method
permits to choose an arbitrary curved background including non-vacuum spacetimes with
non-zero curvature defined by Γ¯αβγ; whereas in the covariant TEGR the curvature defined
by
•
A ijµ must be zero in all the cases.
Second, in the KBL method, a background spacetime can be chosen really “by hand”
because in the mathematical formalism there are no restrictions in such a choice. On the
other hand, in the covariant TEGR, to choose
•
A ijµ we are based on the solution under
consideration anyway. This fact, possibly means that the rules for searching for
•
A ijµ in the
frame of the covariant TEGR are incorporated in the inner properties of the theory.
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6 Mass of the Schwarzschild black hole
In this section, we use the results of subsection 4.2 to obtain mass of the Schwarzschild black
hole as a conserved charge (4.29).
6.1 The conserved charge
Consider metric in the spherical Schwarzschild coordinates:
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)
(6.1)
Recall that the dynamical variables in TEGR introduced in (2.1) as the tetrad components
haµ admit arbitrary local Lorentz transformation. So, we can choose every tetrad satisfying
metric obtained by solving field equations of GR. Usually it is more convenient to work
with a diagonal tetrad because one can apply simple transformations between coordinate
and local indices. So, from the start we construct the diagonal tetrad from the metric (6.1),
keeping in mind (2.1),
haµ =


(
1− 2M
r
)1/2
0 0 0
0
(
1− 2M
r
)
−1/2
0 0
0 0 r 0
0 0 0 r sin θ


. (6.2)
First we calculate GR spin connection (2.3) for the metric (6.1) and the tetrad (6.2).
The non-zero components are:
◦
A 010 =
◦
A 100 =
M
r2
;
◦
A 122 = −
◦
A 212 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)1/2
;
◦
A 133 = −
◦
A 313 = − sin θ
(
1− 2M
r
)1/2
;
◦
A 233 = −
◦
A 323 = − cos θ.
(6.3)
To define inertial spin connection
•
A acµ we need to calculate
◦
A acµ at the “background”
where the gravity is off, i.e., when the Riemannian tensor vanishes:
◦
R abγδ = 0. It is obvious
that M = 0 solves this equation. Then, in absence of gravity the components of the GR
spin connection
◦
A acµ in (6.3) goes to the components of the inertial spin connection
•
A acµ
related to the black hole:
•
A
1
22 = −
•
A
2
12 = −1;
•
A
1
33 = −
•
A
3
13 = − sin θ;
•
A
2
33 = −
•
A
3
23 = − cos θ. (6.4)
Now, using (2.9), we get contortion
•
K acµ, the non-zero components of which are:
•
K 010 =
•
K 100 = −Mr2 ;
•
K 122 = −
•
K 212 =
(
1− 2M
r
)1/2 − 1;
•
K 133 = −
•
K 313 = sin θ
[(
1− 2M
r
)1/2 − 1] . (6.5)
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Then the torsion tensor
•
T αµν , which is antisymmetric in lower indices, is defined by (2.15).
The non-zero components of it are:
•
T
0
10 =
M
r2
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
;
•
T
2
12 =
•
T
3
13 =
1
r
[
1−
(
1− 2M
r
)1/2]
(6.6)
and the same with opposite sign for swapped lower indices. Non-zero components of the
tensor
•
S µ
ρσ =
•
S a
ρσhaµ defined by (2.25), which are antisymmetric in upper indices, are:
•
S0
01 =
2
r
[
1−
(
1− 2M
r
)1/2]
− 4M
r2
;
•
S2
12 =
•
S3
13 = −1
r
[
1−
(
1− 2M
r
)1/2]
+
M
r2
, (6.7)
and the same with opposite sign for swapped upper indices.
Now we are in a position to calculate the total mass/energy of the Schwarzschild black
hole. We use (4.24) and (4.29), and choose a displacement vector as the time-like Killing
vector ξα =
(
−1, 0, 0, 0
)
. As a result, we obtain
E =
1
κ
lim
r→∞
∫
∂Σ
dx2h
•
S0
01ξ0 =M (6.8)
where it was used κ = 8pi , h = r2 sin θ.
Recall that the charge defined in (4.29) does not depend on local Lorentz rotations by
the construction. So, after arbitrary Lorentz rotations the integration in (6.8) gives the same
result, E =M . By a related Lorentz rotation one can suppress
•
A acµ totally:
•
A acµ = 0 that
is to use Weitzenbo¨ck gauge. Let us transform to that. Applying (2.6) and (2.7) to (6.2)
and (6.4) with the Lorentz matrix:
Λab =


1 0 0 0
0 sin θ cosφ cos θ cos φ − sin φ
0 sin θ sinφ cos θ sinφ cosφ
0 cos θ − sin θ 0


, (6.9)
the tetrad components become
haµ =


(
1− 2M
r
)1/2
0 0 0
0 sin θ cosφ
(
1− 2M
r
)
−1/2
r cos θ cosφ −r sin θ sinφ
0 sin θ sinφ
(
1− 2M
r
)
−1/2
r cos θ sin φ r sin θ cosφ
0 cos θ
(
1− 2M
r
)
−1/2 −r sin θ 0


, (6.10)
whereas the inertial spin connection vanishes,
•
A abµ = 0. Using this gauge in (6.8), we obtain
again E =M .
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6.2 Discussion
It is useful to compare our results with those in a more earlier paper [19], where the Moller
presentation of GR, with the Lagrangian (2.5), equations (2.19) simplified to the vacuum
state, energy-momentum (4.6) and superpotential (4.3), is studied. There is no a presence
of
•
A ijµ totally. The authors have found two different spherically symmetrical static vacuum
tetrad solutions. They correspond to two known metrics of the Schwarzschild solution that
are connected by related coordinate transformations. The calculation of the total charge with
making the use of the superpotential for the first tetrad gives unacceptable 2M , whereas for
the second tetrad one obtains acceptable M . The authors cannot explain this result. But
in later studies (see, for example, [20], and our results here) one explains the problem of
[19] easily. It turns out that both of the tetrad solutions in [19] are connected not only
by coordinate transformations, but by a local Lorentz rotation as well. Therefore, because
the Moller presentation is not Lorentz covariant one obtains different charges. The case of
acceptable result M corresponds to a so-called proper tetrad in Weitzenbo¨ck gauge both in
our presentation here and in [20].
Now, it is instructively to discuss results of the paper [20] in a more detail. The authors
consider inertial spin connection as a regularizer in constructing conserved quantities. From
the start they notice that if one sets
•
A ijµ = 0 then the relations (2.34) and (2.26) coincide
and constructing conserved charges becomes possible in both the cases. On the example of
constructing the total mass for the Schwarzschild and Kerr black holes they demonstrate
principles of the regularization. We turn to the Schwarzschild case only. First, one derives a
diagonal tetrad related to the Schwarzschild metric in the Schwarzschild coordinates. With
related superpotential one tries to calculate the mass by the formula (2.31) with
•
A ijµ = 0. As
a result, one obtains a divergent integration. To compensate the divergence one introduces a
related inertial spin connection
•
A ijµ 6= 0 defined as
•
A ijµ =
◦
A ijµ
∣∣∣∣
M=0
and obtains acceptable
massM . It is a suggested regularization. After that it is defined a local Lorentz rotation that
suppresses the introduced inertial spin connection. Recall that it is called the Weitzenbo¨ck
gauge and the related tetrad in this case is called the proper tetrad. Probably, these definitions
have been introduced in the first time. Under local Lorentz rotations the GR spin connection
as well as the tetrad are changed, but the resultM is not changed. Namely in this case of the
proper tetrad the Moller presentation can be used and a consistent construction of charges
becomes permissible. The difference from our approach is, first, that we take into account
•
A ijµ from the start as a necessary structure of the formalism in whole, whereas in [20] it is
introduced as a compensating structure in constructing conserved quantities. Second, taking
into account a displacement vector in all the expressions explicitly, we can construct charges
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in an arbitrary gauge, whereas in [20] it is necessary the Weitzenbo¨ck gauge.
At last, in [7], under the requirement of a consistence of field equations in f(T ) theories
the authors are searching proper tetrads, or appropriate inertial spin connections. Essential
condition is that symmetries of assumed solutions are taken into account. In the case of
spherical symmetries their proper tetrad adopted to the Schwarzschild solution is simplified
exactly to our result (6.10). It surprisingly, but it turns out that quite different principles
lead to the same results.
7 A freely falling observer
Here, we calculate densities of conserved quantities for a freely falling observer in the FLRW
universe and in the (anti-)de Sitter (A)dS space. To follow this goal we need to find the
components of the Noether current
•J α(ξ) defined in (4.26) with a proper vector, ξα, of the
observer. To understand better what quantities will be calculated let us turn to special
relativity. Consider the metric element of the Minkowski space in the form:
ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)
. (7.1)
Let the observer be at rest in the frame of (7.1) with the proper vector ξα = (−1, 0, 0, 0);
and let the symmetric energy-momentum tensor, Tµν , be introduced for matter propagating
in the Minkowski space. After that define a conserved current Iα = T αβξβ. Then I0
can be interpreted as the energy density measured by the observer. In this simplest case
Ii can be interpreted as momentum density. Under arbitrary coordinate transformations
components Iα are transformed as vector ones with a correspondence to the tensorial law.
In the case Iα = 0, one states the absence of densities of conserved quantities, like energy
and momentum, measured by the observer. Keeping in mind the above simple notions, we
will interpret the components
•J α(ξ). Note also that, following the conservation law (4.28):
•J α(ξ) = ∂β
•J αβ(ξ), (7.2)
one can check the current components expressed through a divergence of the superpotential,
•J αβ(ξ), defined in (4.24).
7.1 The FLRW universe
We consider the FLRW metric in the form:
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
(
1
1− kr2dr
2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
))
(7.3)
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where k = +1 for a positively curved space, k = 0 for a flat space and k = −1 for a
negatively curved space. Then, following (2.1), we take a more convenient for calculations
diagonal tetrad,
haµ = diag (1, a/χ, ar, ar sin θ) . (7.4)
Here and below we denote χ =
√
1− kr2; for the sake of definiteness we chose the positive
sign of χ only; because we study local characteristics only we require that χ requires real
values only. Following (2.3), we calculate components of the GR spin connection for (7.3)
and (7.4):
◦
A011 =
◦
A101 = a˙/χ ,
◦
A022 =
◦
A202 = a˙r ,
◦
A033 =
◦
A303 = a˙r sin θ ,
◦
A122 = −
◦
A212 = −χ ,
◦
A133 = −
◦
A313 = −χ sin θ ,
◦
A233 = −
◦
A323 = − cos θ .
(7.5)
To calculate the inertial spin connection, again we need to solve
◦
R abγδ = 0. For
the system under consideration it is more appropriate the equivalent equation
◦
Rabcd =
◦
Rabγδhc
γhd
δ = 0. Thus, all the non-zero tetrad components
◦
R abcd are only
R0i0i = −R0ii0 = Ri00i = −Ri0i0 = a¨
a
, Rijij = −Rijji = k + a˙
2
a2
(7.6)
where i, j = 1, 2, 3. Equating these components to zero we got two equations: a˙2 + k = 0
and a¨ = 0. All solutions to the first equation satisfy the second equation, so only
a˙2 + k = 0 (7.7)
is important. It is interesting to note that solving “vacuum” Friedmann equation
H2 = ρcurv or
(
a˙
a
)2
= − k
a2
, (7.8)
one obtains (7.7) as well.
Taking the solution to (7.7) in the united form a(t) =
√−kt for all the three signs
of curvature and substituting it into the GR spin connection (7.5), we get the non-zero
components of inertial spin connection:
•
A 011 =
•
A 101 =
√−k/χ , •A 022 =
•
A 202 =
√−kr , •A 033 =
•
A 303 =
√−kr sin θ ,
•
A 122 = −
•
A 212 = −χ ,
•
A 133 = −
•
A 313 = −χ sin θ ,
•
A 233 = −
•
A 323 = − cos θ .
(7.9)
For each of the signs of curvature one can set
√−k = ±i; 0;±1. Thus, the components (7.9)
become complex values2 for k = +1; are related to Minkowski space a(t) = const for k = 0;
and are related to the Milne solution, a(t) = ±t for k = −1.
2At the end of the section, we discuss possibilities to use complex components of the spin connection.
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For the system under consideration it is more economical to present the components of
the contortion tensor in the tetrad components
•
K abc:
•
K
0
11 =
•
K
1
01 =
•
K
0
22 =
•
K
2
02 =
•
K
0
33 =
•
K
3
03 = −H +
√−k/a . (7.10)
The spacetime components of the tensors
•
T αβµ and
•
S α
βµ are respectively,
•
T
1
10 = −
•
T
1
01 =
•
T
2
20 = −
•
T
2
02 =
•
T
3
30 = −
•
T
3
03 = −H +
√−k/a , (7.11)
•
S 1
10 = − •S 101 =
•
S 2
20 = − •S 202 =
•
S 3
30 = − •S 303 = −2(H −
√
−k/a) . (7.12)
At last, we consider an observer at the rest with respect to co-moving coordinates of the
metric (7.3). Then components of his proper vector are
ξσ = (−1, 0, 0, 0) . (7.13)
Now, we are in a position to calculate components of the current (4.26):
•J α(ξ) = h
(
•
θσ
α +Θσ
α
)
ξσ + hκ−1
•
S a
αρhaσ
◦∇ρξσ. (7.14)
By (7.13), we need the components
•
θ0
α and Θ0
α only. Among them only the 00-components
are non-zero’s. Thus, by (4.21) one has
•
θ0
0 = −3κ−1(H −√−k/a)2. Keeping in mind 00-
component of the Friedmann equations [10], one has Θ0
0 = −3κ−1(H2 + k/a2). Besides,
only 0-component of the last term in (7.14) is non-zero’s. Taking into account (7.3), (7.12)
and (7.13), one has
•
S a
0ρhaσ
◦∇ρξσ = −6H(H −
√−k/a) , (7.15)
and finally we got
•J α(ξ) = 0 . (7.16)
This result is suported by a direct calculation of the right hand side of (7.2). Taking into
account (7.4), (7.12) and (7.13), one finds
•J α(ξ) = κ−1∂β(h
•
Sa
αβhaσξ
σ) = 0. One can
easily recognize this result observing (7.12) where components with low 0-component are
absent. The result (7.16) means that the freely falling observer with the proper vector (7.13)
does not measure energy and momentum densities.
To go to the Wietzenbo¨ck gauge one has to apply the Lorentz rotation:
Λab =


χ −√−kr 0 0
−√−kr sin θ cosϕ χ sin θ cosϕ cos θ cosϕ − sinϕ
−√−kr sin θ sinϕ χ sin θ sinϕ cos θ sinϕ cosϕ
−√−kr cos θ χ cos θ − sin θ 0


(7.17)
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that, indeed, suppresses the spin connection (7.9) totally. The tetrad (7.4) takes the form of
the proper tetrad:
haµ =


χ −√−kra(t)/χ 0 0
−√−kr sin θ cosϕ a(t) sin θ cosϕ ra(t) cos θ cosϕ −ra(t) sin θ sinϕ
−√−kr sin θ sinϕ a(t) sin θ sinϕ ra(t) cos θ sinϕ ra(t) sin θ cosϕ
−√−kr cos θ a(t) cos θ −ra(t) sin θ 0


. (7.18)
Notice that the Lorentz rotation (7.17) can be represented by an action of two matrices
Λ = ΛrotΛboost where Λrot presents 3 dimensional space rotation already is defined in (6.9),
and Λboost presents the boost:
(Λboost)
a
b =


χ −√−kr 0 0
−√−kr χ 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


. (7.19)
Without doubts, we could provide all the above calculations in the Wietzenbo¨ck gauge
and finally obtain the same result (7.16). It is because all the tensors written in all spacetime
indices are invariant under Lorentz rotations; all the tetrad indices are contracted in the
expression for the current. So, we obtain again that freely falling observer measures zero’s
densities of energetic characteristics.
7.2 The (anti-)de Sitter space
Now, let us consider the (anti-)de Sitter (A)dS solution with the metric:
ds2 = −
(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)
dt2 +
(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)−1
dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)
. (7.20)
The related diagonal tetrad that is a more convenient one is
haµ =


(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)1/2
0 0 0
0
(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)
−1/2
0 0
0 0 r 0
0 0 0 r sin θ


. (7.21)
One recognizes easily that calculations are to be analogous to the ones in the case of the
black hole, but with the replacement of 2M
r
to 1
3
Λr2, see (6.1) and (6.2). Following (2.3), we
calculate for (7.20) and (7.21) components of the GR spin connection, non-zero’s of them
are
◦
A 010 =
◦
A 100 = −13Λr;
◦
A 122 = −
◦
A 212 = −
(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)1/2
;
◦
A 133 = −
◦
A 313 = − sin θ
(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)1/2
;
◦
A 233 = −
◦
A 323 = − cos θ.
(7.22)
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The Riemann tensor for the (A)dS space is derived as usual
◦
R abγδ = Λ (h
a
γhbδ − haδhbγ).
We repeat: to calculate the inertial spin connection we need to solve
◦
R abγδ = 0 that means
that we need to put Λ = 0 in (7.22). Then we obtain
•
A
1
22 = −
•
A
2
12 = −1;
•
A
1
33 = −
•
A
3
13 = − sin θ;
•
A
2
33 = −
•
A
3
23 = − cos θ (7.23)
that are the same inertial spin connection components as for the black hole (6.4), and that
is not surprising.
The components (7.22) and (7.23) are written in the mixed indices
◦
A abµ and
•
A abµ as
usual. On the other hand, we derive out the components of the tensors
•
K abc,
•
T abc and
•
S a
bc
in the tetrad indices only that is more economical in the case under consideration. Thus,
•
K
0
10 =
•
K
1
00 =
1
3
Λr(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)1/2 ; •K 122 = − •K 212 = •K 133 = − •K 313 =
(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)1/2 − 1
r
,
(7.24)
•
T
0
01 = −
•
T
0
10 =
1
3
Λr(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)1/2 ; •T 212 = •T 313 = − •T 331 = − •T 221 =
(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)1/2 − 1
r
,
(7.25)
•
S 0
01 = − •S 010 = −2
r
+
2
r
(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)1/2
;
•
S 2
12 = − •S 221 =
•
S 3
13 = − •S 331 = 1
r
+
1
r
(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)
−1/2 − 2
r
(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)1/2
.(7.26)
Now, we derive the components of a proper vector of freely falling observers for (7.20) in
the most general form:
ξα =
[
−C
(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)
−1
,−
(
C2 − 1 + 1
3
Λr2
)1/2
, 0, 0
]
(7.27)
where C is a constant of the integration of the system of equations for geodesics that can be
an arbitrary real quantity. Calculating components of the current
•J α(ξ) and repeating all
the steps in the FLRW case we obtain that the 0-component of the current (7.14) is
•J 0(ξ) = 2
κ
h
r2
C
((
1− 1
3
Λr2
)
−3/2 − 1
)
, (7.28)
whereas other components are zero’s,
•J i(ξ) = 0. This result is supported by a direct
calculation of the right hand side of (7.2). Among all the free falling observers defined by
(7.27) we can distinguish a one being at rest with respect to the Hubble flow related to
the maximally symmetric (A)dS space. Recall that the Hubble flow has zero velocity at
the coordinate origin, r = 0. Then, placing the observer at the point r = 0 and choosing
C = 1 in (7.27) one has for its proper vector ξα = (−1, 0, 0, 0), compare with (7.13). First,
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this means that such an observer is “frozen” in the Hubble flow because it is at rest in the
coordinate origin, second, the component of the current (7.28) becomes zero, that is now
totally
•J α(ξ) = 0. All of these mean that interpretations of densities of conserved quantities
for such an observer have to be the same as those for the observer at rest with respect to
the Hubble flow in the FLRW case, see discussion in the next subsection.
Finalizing subsection, let us go to the Wietzenbo¨ck gauge. Applying Lorentz rotation
(6.9), one suppresses all the components of the inertial spin connection (7.23), then the
proper tetrad acquires the form
haµ =


(
1− 1
3
Λr2
)1/2
0 0 0
0 sin θ cosϕ(
1−
1
3
Λr2
)
1/2 r cos θ cosϕ −r sin θ sinϕ
0 sin θ sinϕ(
1−
1
3
Λr2
)
1/2 r cos θ sinϕ r sin θ cosϕ
0 cos θ(
1−
1
3
Λr2
)
1/2 −r sin θ 0


. (7.29)
Because the components of the current
•J α(ξ) are invariant under arbitrary local Lorentz
rotations they are left the same for the proper tetrad (7.29) that is
•J α(ξ) = 0.
7.3 Discussion
Discussing the conserved current
•J α(ξ) defined in (7.14) for a freely falling observer, we
turn to the both cases, the FLRW universe and the (A)dS space. We have found that in both
the cases all its components are zero:
•J α(ξ) = 0. This means that such observers do not
measure densities of energy and momentum, they are zero’s in their own frame. It is quite
natural because the observers really are frozen in the Hubble flow. Because our formalism
is covariant the components
•J α(ξ) for such freely falling observers in arbitrary coordinates
continue to be vanished. These results show that our definitions of conserved currents and
related superpotentials in TEGR are consistent and powerful.
It is quite constructive and instructive to compare our results with those in [7] for the
FLRW case. The authors under the requirement of a consistence of field equations in f(T )
theories are searching proper tetrads for solutions with more popular symmetries. Besides,
they find appropriate inertial spin connections for diagonal tetrads. For the sake of definite-
ness we note that in [7] the same metric element (7.3) and the same diagonal tetrad (7.4)
are under consideration.
In our study, the inertial spin connection (7.9) and the proper tetrad (7.18) unite all the
three possibilities of the curvature sign. In the case of spatially flat universe, k = 0, we note
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that our inertial spin connection components (7.9) related to the diagonal tetrad and our
proper tetrad (7.18) are the same as in [7]. For the case k = +1, they become complex ones,
and there is no such a solution in [7]. For the case k = −1, (7.9) and (7.18) are real and
coincide exactly with the real solution for k = −1 in [7]. Thus, we add [7].
On the other hand, the authors of [7] present solutions that we cannot give. We derive
here the components of the inertial spin connection related to the diagonal tetrad only. In
the united form they are
•
A 122 = −
•
A 212 = −χ ,
•
A 133 = −
•
A 313 = −χ sin θ ,
•
A 123 = −
•
A 213 =
√
kr sin θ ,
•
A 231 = −
•
A 321 =
√
k/χ ,
,
•
A 132 = −
•
A 312 = −
√
kr ,
•
A 233 = −
•
A 323 = − cos θ .
(7.30)
It turns out that calculation of the components of the current (7.14) for the diagonal tetrad
(7.4), GR spin connection (7.5), proper vector (7.13), but with inertial spin connection (7.30)
instead of (7.9), gives again
•J α(ξ) = 0.
Then we have 4 permissible variants of the inertial spin connection, (7.9) and (7.30),
uniting the cases k = +1 and k = −1, which give the acceptable result •J α(ξ) = 0.
Among them 2 possibilities are complex ones. In [7] the sense of complex spin connection
(or complex proper tetrad) is not discussed. We try to do this now in the light of defining
conserved quantities in TEGR. Already, we have remarked that an inertial spin connection
plays an auxiliary role in the covariant TEGR. Indeed, it is absent in the field equations.
The main requirement to the inertial spin connection is that a related curvature must be
zero, it is the main requirement of the teleparallel approach. Thus, because the complex
variants of (7.9) and (7.30) have zero curvature they could be used for calculating conserved
quantities in TEGR saving the real expressions for the diagonal tetrad. On the other hand,
in any case one can choose the real variants from (7.9) and (7.30) for the cases k = −1 and
k = +1, respectively.
At last, let us note that the formalism developed in [7] does not permit to define a proper
tetrad (and inertial spin connection related to diagonal tetrad) for the (A)dS space, whereas
we define them here, they are (7.29) and (7.23).
8 Concluding remarks
From the start let us list main results presented in the present paper:
1) In the framework of the covariant TEGR we have constructed conservation laws (4.27)
and (4.28) with the conserved current (4.26), including the gravitational energy-momentum
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(4.21), and the superpotential (4.24). All of these quantities are covariant with respect to
coordinate transformations and are invariant with respect to local Lorentz rotations.
2) The local conserved quantities gives a possibility to present well defined conserved charges
(4.29).
3) In subsection 4.3, analyzing the structure of the conserved quantities we introduce the
principle for determining inertial spin connection.
4) Discussing a philosophy of constructing conserving quantities in the covariant TEGR we
compare it with constructing the covariantized both Einstein’s pseudotensor and Freud’s su-
perpotential developed in [17]. We remark many analogous properties and some differences.
5) To show that our theoretical results are useful and powerful we provide some applications.
First, we calculate mass of the Schwarzschild black hole, basing on observers at rest at spatial
infinity, proper vectors of which coincide with the timelike Killing vector, and obtain the
acceptable result M . Second, to calculate densities of energy and momentum for freely
falling observers in the FLRW universe and (A)dS space. We obtain zero quantities in all
the cases that is quite acceptable because we consider observers at rest with respect to the
Hubble flow.
The main mathematical tool of the present paper is the Noether theorem. Of course, al-
ready it has been used in teleparallel gravity. Thus, in [21, 22], using invariance with respect
to action of specific groups, the Noether approach has been applied to find out analytical
cosmological solutions in extended teleparallel gravities and to restrict potential variants of
related Lagrangians. However, by this, there are no applications for constructing conserved
quantities. In [23], it was used the diffeomorphism invariance of the Lagrangian, however, the
final results have been presented in the simplest expressions, like (2.26), with their problems.
In [18], the theories f(R) and f(T ) are studied, but the Noether method uses invariance with
respect to constant coordinate displacements only. Then, one obtains conserved pseudoten-
sors only, not tensors. Unlike the above, we give well structured expressions for conserved
quantities with a clear and standard interpretation.
It is important to clarify the question: Is there a contradiction between the new conser-
vation law (4.28) and the conservation law (2.26) in the framework of the covariant TEGR?
Let us rewrite (4.28) in the explicit form:
[
h
•
Sa
αρ
(
◦∇σ haρ+
•
A
a
bσh
b
ρ
)
− κ •L δασ + κhΘσα
]
ξσ + h
•
Sa
αρhaσ
◦∇ρ ξσ (8.1)
=
◦∇ρ
(
h
•
Sa
αρhaσξ
σ
)
= ∂ρ
(
h
•
Sa
αρ
)
haσξ
σ + h
•
Sa
αρξσ
◦∇ρ haσ + h
•
Sa
αρhaσ
◦∇ρ ξσ .
Now, suppressing the terms with
◦∇ρ ξσ, replacing the term h
•
Sa
αρξσ
◦∇ρ haσ to the left
hand side, providing simple algebraic operations and selecting the coefficient at haσξ
σ one
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obtains exactly the conservation law (2.26). Thus, the construction of (4.28) resolves the
problems of (2.26) because after applying the Noether theorem we have not excluded a
displacement vector ξα from the consideration. Namely this permits to construct local and
global conserved quantities trusting a covariance of both the kinds.
Besides of the aforementioned formal mathematical role of ξα, it has a quite principal role
in constructing conserved quantities and their interpretation. For example, if a displacement
vector is a timelike Killing vector at space infinity one can interpret a charge as a mass of a
system, see section 6; if ξα is a proper vector of observer one can interpret components of the
current as related densities, see section 7; etc. This, classical approach differs fundamentally
from many others used in works in teleparallel gravities, where authors identify an observer
with a timelike tetrad vector, see, for example [20, 24, 25] and references there in. Formally
it looks permissible, however, there are problems in principles. Indeed, the observer is to
be considered as an external object created for testing (observing) a physical or geometrical
model. In contrast with this point of view, any tetrad vector components, being dynamical
variables, are internal objects in TEGR, not an external structure.
The other very important question that must be discussed is the role of inertial spin
connection,
•
A ijµ, in the covariant TEGR. In spite of that the Moller Lagrangian (2.5) and
the TEGR Lagrangian (2.16) differs one from another, the field equations both in the Moller
presentation (2.19) and in the covariant TEGR presentation (2.20) are identical. Thus, the
field equations do not contain
•
A ijµ at all. Then, solutions to the equations (2.19) and to
(2.20) are the same. This means that on the level of equations there is no a necessity to
define and introduce
•
A ijµ. The problems arise when one tries to define conserved quantities,
and we resolve them here.
Last time a great attention arises to extended variants of teleparallel gravity. The most
popular is f(T ) theories, see [7, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] and references there in. Our
principle of defining proper tetrad (the same, of defining
•
A ijµ compatible to a given
◦
A ijµ) is
based on definition of conserved quantities in the covariant version of TEGR. It is impossible
to introduce such a principle on the level of the field equations because their antisymmetric
part is equal to zero identically. The other situation in f(T ) theories where the role of
•
A ijµ
becomes crucial one just in the system of equations. The inertial spin connection,
•
A ijµ,
could be determined by its own field equations, which just coincide with the antisymmetric
part of the field equations. It turns out that all modified teleparallel theories with second
order field equations belong the same property, see [33].
The problem of determining both a proper tetrad and an inertial spin connection in a
f(T ) gravity is too complicated to be solved in general. In [7, 32], it is suggested to study the
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problem on the basis of the symmetry considerations. The authors demonstrate the method
in the case of axially and spherically symmetric spacetimes, homogeneous and isotropic
spacetimes (FLRW universes) and maximally symmetric spacetimes ((anti-)de Sitter spaces).
Comparing our results with those in [7], we remark that, first, in the case of the Schwarzschild
black hole they are identical, second, in the case of the FLRW universe they add one other,
third, in the case of the (A)dS space we define a proper tetrad, whereas the authors [7] do
not.
In future, we plan to develop the presented here results to construct the Noether currents
and superpotentials (i) both in f(T ) theories and other modifications of TEGR; (ii) for
perturbations in TEGR.
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